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Nova deadliest earthquakes worksheet

In 2010, several epic earthquakes delivered one of the worst annual deaths ever recorded. The deadliest strike, in Haiti, killed more than 200,000 people and reduced homes, hospitals, schools and the presidential palace to rubble. In exclusive coverage, a NOVA camera crew follows a group of U.S. geologists as they enter Haiti immediately after the tragedy. The team is hunting for critical evidence that will
help them determine exactly what happened deep underground and what are the dangers of a new killer earthquake. Just a month after haiti's earthquake, Chile was hit by an earthquake 100 times more powerful, unleashing a tsunami that put the entire Pacific coast on high alert. In a coastal town devastated by the surge, NOVA follows a team of geologists as they battle aftershocks to measure the
displacement caused by the quake. Could their work, and the work of geologists in earthquake hot spots around the U.S., one day lead to a breakthrough in predicting earthquakes before they occur? NOVA is exploring exciting new elements in this deep scientific conundrum. (Premiere January 11, 2011) Go to the main content problems that play in the video? | Closed CaptioningFunding for NOVA is
provided by David H. Koch, the Public Broadcasting Corporation and PBS viewers. Home funding provided by the David H. Koch Fund for Science, HHMI, the Public Broadcasting Corporation, and PBS Dusts.Sponsored By: NOVA Secrets under the home page ice E-Mail Newsletter Nova
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